Case Report

A case report of clonorchiasis misdiagnosed as liver metastasis of breast cancer
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Abstract: The liver is a common metastatic site of breast cancer, but not all liver masses in cases of breast cancer are metastases. Therefore, a diagnosis of liver metastasis should be carefully considered before the liver mass is biopsied again. In the present case, a 38-year-old Chinese female presented with abdominal discomfort after breast cancer, and a liver mass was detected on abdominal ultrasonography and MRI scans, which led to the suspicion of liver metastasis of breast cancer. However, after core needle aspiration of the liver mass, a metastasis was excluded. Finally, the diagnosis of clonorchiasis was confirmed, and the liver mass disappeared two months after treatment with praziquantel.
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Introduction

The liver is a common metastatic site, and the incidence rate of liver metastasis is approximately 7.9%-23.3% according to different breast cancer subtypes [1]. However, not all liver mass lesions that form after breast cancer are metastases, and a re-biopsy of the liver mass should be performed to exclude other diseases before subsequent therapy is given. In this report, we describe a case of clonorchiasis misdiagnosed as liver metastasis of breast cancer before re-biopsy.

Case report

A 38-year-old Chinese female with left invasive breast cancer underwent a modified radical mastectomy with dissection of the axillary lymph nodes in August 2015. The pathological stage of the cancer was T1 (m) N0M0, the histological grade was 2, and lymphovascular invasion was present. Immunohistochemical staining showed ER positivity (80% 3+), PR positivity (80% 3+), moderate HER2 expression (2+), and Ki-67 positivity (20%). The HER2 test result according to dual-probe in situ hybridization (ISH) was negative. According to the 2015 St Gallen Consensus, this patient had the luminal B-like (HER-2 negative) subtype of breast cancer. Four cycles of chemotherapy consisting of docetaxel-cyclophosphamide were given, which was followed by the start of endocrine therapy (tamoxifen 20 mg orally QD) in November 2015. In September 2016, the patient presented with abdominal discomfort of the right upper quadrant, and subsequent abdominal ultrasonography and MRI scans revealed a liver mass. The MRI scan showed an irregular anomaly in an unequal signal area in the right lower lobe of the liver that also had an unclear boundary. The lesion was demonstrated to be mildly hypointense to isointense on T1-weighted images (T1WI) and hyperintense on T2-weighted images (T2WI), with a slightly higher signal on diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) images (Upper panel of Figure 1). In addition, splenomegaly eight rib units in size were also observed. Based on these results, a liver metastasis was initially diagnosed. Eosinophilia was found on complete blood count (CBC), with 1360 eosinophilic leukocytes per microliter (μL). The tumor markers, peripheral blood biochemical tests, brain and chest CT, and bone scan were all normal. The
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Patient reported no history of hepatitis or alcohol abuse. To confirm the diagnosis and to assess the ER, PR, and HER2 status of the suspected metastatic lesion, an ultrasonography-guided core needle aspiration of the liver mass was performed. Unexpectedly, no cancer cells were seen in the aspirated specimen, but diffuse eosinophil infiltration was observed. Based on the eosinophil infiltration in the liver mass specimen, eosinophilia in the peripheral blood, splenomegaly and a habit of consuming undercooked or raw freshwater fish, the diagnosis of parasite infection was established. The patient’s stool specimen was sent to the Parasitology Department of Jilin University School of Basic Medical Sciences for further tests. The presence of eggs, which is the gold standard for the diagnosis of C. sinensis infection, was detected in the stool using the Kato-Katz method (Figure 2). Finally, the diagnosis of clonorchiasis was confirmed, and praziquantel (25 mg/kg, three times daily for 2 days) was given as treatment for clonorchiasis. Two months after treatment, the liver mass had disappeared, as evidenced in a repeat MRI scan (Lower panel of Figure 1).

Discussion

Breast cancer (BC) is the most common cancer diagnosed and is the leading cause of cancer death among women worldwide [2]. With the advent of surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, endocrine therapy and targeted therapy, the survival of individuals with breast cancer has
improved enormously, but relapse is still inevitable. For ER-positive/HER2-negative tumors, the risk of relapse is approximately 2-3% yearly [3]. The liver is the most common site of metastasis of breast cancer, and for luminal B cancers, the fifteen-year cumulative incidence rate of liver metastasis is approximately 13.8% [1]. However, a diagnosis of metastasis solely based on a space-occupying lesion of the liver on radiology must be considered carefully, as a rebiopsy is essential.

First, it has been reported that women are at a higher risk for the development of a second non-breast primary cancer after the diagnosis of breast cancer; the incidence is approximately 1.5, and the common sites of a second primary are the lungs, the digestive system and the genitourinary system [4-8]. Second, a discordance in the ER and PR status is observed between the primary breast cancer and recurrent disease in as many as 40% of women, while discordance in HER2 status is observed in approximately 5% [9, 10]. In one study, for liver metastases, changes in ER, PR, and HER2 status were observed in 14.5%, 48.6% and 13.9% of patients, respectively, and the discordance in receptor status between liver metastases and the primary tumor led to a change in therapy for 12.1% patients [11]. Hence, before any therapy is begun, a core needle biopsy of the suspected metastasis is necessary, as it provides histological information and the ER, PR and HER-2 status, which are essential to guide treatment decisions [12]. Therefore, we performed an ultrasonography-guided core rebiopsy of the liver mass and did not observe any cancer cells but rather detected a large quantity of eosinophils, which were also increased in the peripheral blood of this patient.

Eosinophilia can be idiopathic (primary), or more commonly, secondary to another disease (reactive). Reactive eosinophilia is typically found in patients with parasitic infections, toxic or allergic drug reactions and atopic disorders [13]. Clonorchiasis, one of the most common zoonoses and an important food-borne parasitic disease, is caused by C. sinensis. The life cycle of C. sinensis occurs in three hosts: the first intermediate hosts (freshwater snails), the second intermediate hosts (freshwater fish and occasionally shrimps), and the definitive hosts (human or carnivorous mammals). Chronic C. sinensis infection causes diverse complications in the liver and biliary systems, and patients present with various symptoms that are dependent on worm burden, including nausea, diarrhea, indigestion, asthenia, dizziness, headache, vertigo, abdominal discomfort or pain, especially in the right upper quadrant. Typical physical signs of C. sinensis infection are jaundice, hepatosplenomegaly, and liver tenderness [14, 15]. Clonorchiasis is prevalent in Asian countries, and in China, an estimated 13 million people are infected with C. sinensis. In China, the Northeast-Heilongjiang and Jilin provinces and the Southeast-Guangdong and Guangxi provinces, are major endemic regions [16]. The detection of eggs in stool using the Kato-Katz method is the gold standard for diagnosis of C. sinensis infection. Imaging methods including ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and computed tomography (CT) are of importance for accessory diagnosis. However, these methods are nonspecific and exhibit relatively poor sensitivity. Currently, the only recommended drug for the treatment of clonorchiasis is praziquantel, which has been approved for use in China [14, 15].

This patient resides in Jilin province, which is an endemic area of clonorchiasis. The patient also had splenomegaly, a physical sign of clonorchiasis. In addition, this patient frequently consumed undercooked or raw freshwater fish (the second intermediate hosts of C. sinensis). All of these combined with the final evidence of the detection of C. sinensis eggs in the patient’s stool led to a diagnosis of clonorchiasis. Effective treatment with praziquantel further confirmed the diagnosis in this patient.

In conclusion, a core biopsy of a suspected breast cancer metastasis to confirm histology and to re-evaluate biomarkers (proliferation/grade, ER, PR, and HER-2 status) should be the first step before any therapy is begun.
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